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1 Introduction

This document discusses the StemSnapH and StemSnapV hint operators (hereafter referred to as the StemSnap(H,V) operators) in the Type 1 font format.

The StemSnap(H,V) commands were designed to cause stems of similar widths to be rendered at the same pixel width when their unrounded pixel widths differ by less than a threshold distance. This has the advantage of allowing fonts with slight differences in stem widths to be converted to a consistent width for smaller sizes, yet allow their true widths to be rendered when imaged for higher resolutions.

There are three ways PostScript™ interpreters handle the StemSnap(H,V) hint operator:

• Early versions of PostScript interpreters ignore this operator.

• Some recent versions of PostScript interpreters (in laser printers only) allow only two values for the array. This excludes all imagesetters.

• Newer printers, imagesetters, and all versions of Adobe Type Manager™ software accept 12 values for this array. Interpreters that can accept 12 values contain a new keyword StemSnapLength, which has a value of 12.

The purpose of this document is to explain how font vendors can create device-independent font programs that can best utilize the functionality of the device on which they are used.
2 The StemSnap(H,V) Operators

The StemSnap(H,V) operators were designed to cause all character stems whose widths fall within an interpreter-supplied pixel tolerance to be rendered at the same pixel width. This has the benefit of facilitating the production and improving the quality of fonts with inconsistencies due to digitization errors. It also allows designers to create Type 1 fonts with subtleties that would otherwise not be rendered optimally at low resolutions.

For example, if the mean width of a font’s upper case vertical stems was 122 character-space-units, and if lower case vertical stems averaged 114 units, the following operator could be included in the font program:

```
StemSnapV [114 122]
```

If the two vertical stems of the H measured 121 and 124 units, these stems would snap to the pixel-width of the specified 122 unit stem if they were within the pixel tolerance allowed by the interpreter.

Although few fonts require 12 values for the StemSnap(H,V) array, many fonts benefit from having, for example, 3 to 6 values. These values are typically derived from the mean values for upper and lower case vertical stems as well as from other groups such as the figures, superiors, symbols, and math characters. The most likely need for more than 3 to 6 values is a font with a set of symbols that has significantly different widths than those of a standard character set.

It is important that only the mean value of groups of stems be entered in the array. Entering values that are too close together, such as [121, 122, ... 172, 174...] might produce undesirable results. Hence, it is recommended that values be a minimum of five units apart.

2.1 Determining Printer Capabilities

During development, font developers can query a printer’s ability to accept 12 values for the StemSnap(H,V) array by downloading the following PostScript language code:

```
%! 
/Helvetica findfont 24 scalefont setfont
100 600 moveto
(StemSnapLength: ) show
systemdict /internaldict known
{ 1183615869 systemdict /internaldict get exec
 /StemSnapLength known
{(Known) show} { (Not known) show } ifelse }
{(Not known) show} ifelse
showpage
```
If the printer can accept 12 values, this procedure prints the message “StemSnapLength: Known.” If the keyword is not found, it means that the printer will accept at most two values. Earlier versions of the PostScript interpreter will not be capable of interpreting the StemSnap(H,V) operator, in which case the hint operator will be ignored.

2.2 Creating Device-Independent Font Programs Using StemSnap(H,V)

The goal is to create smart font programs that can query the printer for the existence of the StemSnapLength keyword. If this entry is missing, the code in the font installs a StemSnap(H,V) array of only two elements. If this font program is installed in a printer that does not recognize the StemSnap(H,V) operator, this hint is ignored. If StemSnapLength is present, the full StemSnap(H,V) array is implemented.

For each StemSnap(H,V) array in the font file that has more than two elements, replace the accompanying def operator with the sequence

```
systemdict /internaldict known
{ 1183615869 systemdict /internaldict get exec
/StemSnapLength 2 copy known { get XXXX lt } { pop pop true } ifelse
}{ true } ifelse {pop [YYYY ZZZZ]} if def
```

where

- XXXX is the length of the StemSnap(H,V) array for this font program.
- YYYY and ZZZZ are the two elements of the StemSnap(H,V) array to be used if the printer cannot accept 12 values. One of these should be the same as the corresponding StdVW or StdHW array entry.

Adobe Type Manager software ignores the additional PostScript language code and uses only the initial statement of values, which can be up to 12 values.

The installation of a StemSnap(H,V) array with two values slightly limits the effectiveness of the hint operator on those printers. However, even two values achieve a significant improvement in quality, and the full effect of the hint will be realized on the majority of new printers.

It is recommended that font-creation software allow users to specify more than two values for the StemSnap(H,V) array, but should also allow them to specify the two values considered the most important. This is usually the mean values for upper and lower case stems for latin typefaces. The program should then insert the above code into the font program for each array.
A font might need to be converted to the above device-independent form, but the translating software does not have the information to know which two values of the \texttt{StemSnap(H,V)} array to insert in the code. In this situation, it is recommended that the single value in the appropriate \texttt{StdVW} or \texttt{StdHW} array be inserted for the YYYY argument shown above, and omit the second value (ZZZZ). This means using only the most significant stem value for printers that cannot accept 12 values, but the \texttt{StemSnap(H,V)} hint will be fully functional for printers that do accept 12 values.

\textbf{Example: Converting to a device-independent font program}

If the original entries in a font program are

\begin{verbatim}
/StemSnapH [ 74 107 117 132 158 ] def
/StemSnapV [ 85 130 172 199 ] def
\end{verbatim}

then to work on all printers, these lines should be replaced by the following code:

\begin{verbatim}
/StemSnapH [ 74 107 117 132 158 ]
    systemdict /internaldict known
    { 1183615869 systemdict /internaldict get exec
    /StemSnapLength 2 copy known { get 5 lt } { pop pop true } ifelse
    } { true } ifelse {pop [107 132]} if def
/StemSnapV [ 85 130 172 199 ]
    systemdict /internaldict known
    { 1183615869 systemdict /internaldict get exec
    /StemSnapLength 2 copy known { get 4 lt } { pop pop true } ifelse
    } { true } ifelse {pop [130 172]} if def
\end{verbatim}
Appendix: Changes Since Earlier Versions

Changes since February 21, 1991 version

• Document was reformatted in the new document layout and minor editorial changes were made.
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